OVERVIEW

*Women Leading Change* is a nine-week online executive program designed to provide an ongoing space for collective learning and mutual support for extraordinary emerging and established leaders from all parts of the globe. Led by Faculty Chair Hannah Riley Bowles, participants will focus on sharpening objectives, clarifying leadership narratives, and developing strategies to seize on opportunities and overcome barriers to achieve aspirations. A highly collaborative classroom setting provides the opportunity to discuss strategies for enhancing your influence and authority in organizational and political contexts as well as examine today’s most pressing leadership challenges. Throughout the online program, you will immerse yourself in an inspiring environment, learning from and interacting with esteemed Harvard faculty and other dynamic women leaders from around the world.

WHO SHOULD APPLY

*Women Leading Change* is designed for emerging and mid-level women executives from public, nonprofit/NGO, and corporate organizations.

Recommended applicants include:

- Public officials serving at the national, state, or local level
- Corporate executives with 5-15 years of experience
- Nonprofit/NGO board members, administrators, and managers
- Leaders working in national and international civil service
- Elected and appointed public officials

FACULTY CHAIR

Hannah Riley Bowles is the Roy E. Larsen senior lecturer in public policy and management at Harvard Kennedy School. Hannah chairs the HKS Management, Leadership, and Decision Sciences Area and co-directs the HKS Women and Public Policy Program. She is a leading expert on gender in negotiation. Her research focuses on women’s leadership advancement and the role of negotiation in educational and career advancement, including the management of work-family conflict. She won the HKS Manuel Carballo Award for Excellence in Teaching in 2003. She has been actively involved in negotiation and conflict management training, practice, and research for over 25 years, including early career opportunities to work for the governments of Argentina, Costa Rica, and Germany. She has a DBA from the Harvard Business School, an MPP from HKS, and a BA from Smith College.

LEARN MORE AND APPLY

https://www.hks.harvard.edu/ee/WLC